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Abstract: Apple leaf disease is one of the main factors to constrain the apple production and quality.

It takes a long time to

detect the diseases by using the traditional diagnostic approach, thus farmers often miss the best time to prevent and treat the
diseases.

Apple leaf disease recognition based on leaf image is an essential research topic in the field of computer vision,

where the key task is to find an effective way to represent the diseased leaf images.

In this research, based on image

processing techniques and pattern recognition methods, an apple leaf disease recognition method was proposed.

A color

transformation structure for the input RGB (Red, Green and Blue) image was designed firstly and then RGB model was
converted to HSI (Hue, Saturation and Intensity), YUV and gray models. The background was removed based on a specific
threshold value, and then the disease spot image was segmented with region growing algorithm (RGA).
classifying features of color, texture and shape were extracted from each spot image.

Thirty-eight

To reduce the dimensionality of the

feature space and improve the accuracy of the apple leaf disease identification, the most valuable features were selected by
combining genetic algorithm (GA) and correlation based feature selection (CFS).

Finally, the diseases were recognized by

SVM classifier. In the proposed method, the selected feature subset was globally optimum.

The experimental results of more

than 90% correct identification rate on the apple diseased leaf image database which contains 90 disease images for there kinds
of apple leaf diseases, powdery mildew, mosaic and rust, demonstrate that the proposed method is feasible and effective.
Keywords: apple leaf disease, diseased leaf recognition, region growing algorithm (RGA), genetic algorithm and correlation
based feature selection (GA-CFS)
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Introduction
In recent years, due to the growing deteriorated

environment for apples and other reasons, more than one
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hundred kinds of apple diseases exist[1].

The apple

diseases definitely result in decrease of the apple
production and quality.

It is an essential research task to

study the automatic detection and recognition method of
apple diseases.

Machine learning based detection and

recognition method of apple diseases have been proved to
be beneficial in monitoring large apple fields, which
provides clues to treat the apple diseases at their early
stages.

To control apple diseases, the first step is to

detect the disease and identify the type of disease. The
leaves of the apple tree are abundant, occupy most part of
the tree and are the easiest part to observe.

Considering

that a majority of apple diseases can be recognized
through their diseased leaf symptoms[2,3], our research
interest is in the apple leaves rather than the whole apple
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(GA) and correlation based feature selection (CFS).
The manuscript is organized as follows: section 2

experts in field is the main approach adopted in practice
[4]
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for detection and identification of apple diseases .

describes the process of the apple image acquirement,

However, manual identification of apple diseases is

pre-processing, and spot segmentation with region

expensive, inefficient and difficult.

It is well known that

growing algorithm (RGA); section 3 introduces the

the perception capability of the human eyes is not strong

features extraction from the spot images, feature selection

and thus human eyes cannot discriminate minor variation

by combing GA and CFS, and disease recognition by

in the infected part of leaf images.

However, the pattern

SVM classifier; section 4 gives the experiment results and

change of color leaf caused by different disease on leaf is

analysis; section 5 concludes the paper and outlines

usually tiny.

directions of future research work.

In the meantime, long-time failure to adopt

the accurate and quantitative method on symptom
description might result in the confusing judgement
standard of the apple diseases, which might lead to blind

2
2.1

agricultural products, soil and water

.

As the apple

Apple diseased leaf image collection
Among the over 100 common apple diseases, we

utilization of pesticides and serious pollution of
[5,6]

Materials and methods

chose powdery mildew, mosaic and rust as the testing

diseases could cause diverse and complex apple leaf

diseases.

symptoms,

disease, except for damaging apple, powdery mildew also

diseased

leaf

image

processing

and

recognition have attracted many researchers in the area of
pattern recognition

[1-6]

.

In the research of identifying

Powdery mildew is a very common apple leaf

damages begonia, binzi etc.

Mosaic is a kind of virus

disease occurs generally in the apple orchard.

Apple

and diagnosing plant diseased leaf image using computer

rust is another kind of leaf disease, which is a main

vision techniques, feature extraction or dimensionality

danger to apple leaf stick, leaves, shoots and tender green

reduction is a key task.

fruits.

Usually after being infected, the

In recent years, with the development of city and

color, texture and shape of plant diseased leaves are

road planting, as well as a large number of distant

different from the normal ones, which could be an

transportation of planting trees, rust becomes much more

[7-9]

important evidence to diagnose the plant disease

.

So

popular in some growing areas, and the incidence of the

far, many methods have been proposed for plant diseases

disease is increasing year by year.

recognition.

major disease to apple tree.

Using

color,

shape

or

texture

as

Rust has become a

distinguishing evidences, some scholars determined the

During collecting the apple diseased leaf images, in

threshold of the normal part and the pathological part and

order to avoid the external negative influences of the

recognized the disease type from colorimetry.

If only

experimental conditions, such as light intensity and

choosing one feature of color, shape and texture as

viewing conditions, we designed a set of leaf image

discriminant factor, the recognition accuracy of the apple

collection system that includes a illumination box, a CCD

disease is not satisfactory.

Recently, features of the

digital camera, a computer and the software system for

shape, texture and color of the plant diseased leaf image

leaf image capturing, which was patented in [10].

were adopted for the apple leaf disease type identification.

Figure 1 shows the set of leaf image collection system

Inspired by this, in this research, we proposed an apple

with the main components of the system such as the CCD,

disease recognition method by using apple leaf image

light background and illumination box.

processing and pattern identification algorithm, with 38

includes plant image collector A and leaf image processor

classifying features of color, texture and shape extracted

B.

from each disease spot image. To reduce the dimensionality

source), glass (put the leaf), and some other structure to

of the feature space and improve the accuracy of the

push and pull the glass.

apple leaf disease identification, the most valuable

leaf image data collection in A.

features were selected by combining genetic algorithm

include start, CCD camera focus adjustment, image

The system

A has a CCD camera, bulbs (provide color light
B plays a role to control plant
The control functions
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denoising, image segmentation and plant recognition, etc.

unevenness problem and assures the uniformity of the

A and B are connected through a USB cable and the

external sampling conditions.

captured plant leaf images are stored in a SD card in B.

the apple diseases have obvious infected spots. Figure

Among all of them, the CCD digital camera is used with

2b is the gray images of Figure 2a.

close-up mode, auto white balance, flash off, and various

histogram, we can see that the histogram presents

settings are fixed to guarantee the same conditions to

multiple peaks and the interval is not obvious (shown in

collect each leaf image.

Figure 2c), which would bring certain problem for late

were

collected

with

In addition, the leaf images
2560×1920

resolution

and

transformed into computer in the form of JPEG.

The

It should be noticed that
From the gray

image processing and disease spot segmentation.

proper background is also quite significant for gaining the
high quality images.

Total 90 diseased leaf images of

the three kinds of apple diseases were taken with light
blue background.
Figure 2a shows the three apple diseased leaf images
collected by this image collection system.

It can be seen

that the collection system largely solves the illumination

Figure 1

The leaf image collection system

a. The original apple diseased leaf images of powdery mildew,

b. The gray images of powdery mildew, mosaic and rust,

mosaic and rust, respectively

corresponding to Figure 2a

c. The gray images of powdery mildew, mosaic and rust, corresponding to Figure 2b

d. The spots of powdery mildew, mosaic and rust

Figure 2

Three kinds of apple diseased leaf images
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until no regions satisfy the criteria to be split or

Spot image segmentation
Before extracting the classifying features from the

merged[13].

The threshold value can be set based on

apple diseased leaf images, some pre-processing steps

experience. In our experiment, we set it as 16.

must be implemented, i.e., resizing image, reducing noise,

growing was done by examining properties of each region

masking the green-pixels, removing the masked green

and merging them with adjacent regions that satisfy some

pixels, etc.

[9]

To improve the operation speed of

rules.

Region

The rule used in this research is to check the

computer programs, all of the diseased leaf images were

max-min difference and combine adjacent regions whose

resized to 400×300 without changing the image ratio by

max-min difference is within a threshold.

the nearest neighbor interpolation method, and were

region is now the seed and the process is repeated,

denoised by the median filter algorithm (medfilt2) in

examining

Matlab, which uses the default 3-by-3 neighborhood, to

differences, and adding regions that are within the

enhance image quality.

threshold.

In order to accurately segment the spot region on a

adjacent

regions,

comparing

The new
max-min

The threshold value was set the same as the

one used in the merge-split, though it does not have to be

diseased leaf image, the diseased leaf image was

that.

segmented from the background by using histogram

operations were used to the segmented images, which can

method and then RGA was employed to separate the

remove some small spots and small holes.

The

diseased leaf spots from the diseased leaf images.

segmentation result is demonstrated in Figure 2d.

One

RGA

To eliminate the image noise, open and close

is a simple region-based image segmentation approach to

advantage of RGA is that the borders of regions found by

partition an image into regions in which neighboring

region growing are perfectly thin and connected, as we

pixels of the initial seed points are examined whether the

only added pixels to the exterior of region in interest.

[11-13]

pixel neighbors should be added to the region

.

Compared with the dynamic threshold method, fuzzy

3

Feature extraction

clustering and Otsu method, RGA is more suitable for the

As the disease leaves and the spot images are very

situation where the boundary of the disease spot is not

complex, diverse and irregular, image processing

distinct,

and

exactly

techniques were applied to the acquired images to extract

segmented

[11-14]

After histogram based segmentation,

useful features that are necessary for further disease type

the
.

disease

spot

can

be

uniform blocking was performed with a size 8×8.

Then

identification[1,7,9,14].

The number of samples for each

a quad tree structure based merge-split routine was

disease (powdery mildew, mosaic and rust) leaf is 30 and

conducted in RGA based apple leaf disease spot

the total dataset size used in the experiment is 90.

segmentation scheme, which means that the merging and

3.1

splitting of regions goes from 4 to 1 and 1 to 4,

Color features extraction
The image color can be expressed by R, G, B, r, g, b

Firstly, an initial threshold was set as an

in RGB model and H, I, S in HSI (hue, intensity,

input. The threshold decides if a region can be merged

saturation) model, etc. HSI color model is a popular

into another and if a region can be split into smaller ones

model because it is based on human perception.

based on the difference between the maximum and

color feature of apple leaf disease spot is extracted by

minimum intensities in each region.

using RGB model and HSI model cooperatively.

respectively.

If the max-min

The
In

difference value of a region is close to the max-min

RGB model, R, G, B represents the brightness value of

difference of its neighbors, which means that the

red, green and blue respectively.

difference between regions is within the threshold, then

normalized as rgb model to reduce the error caused by the

the region and its neighbors are merged into one region.

difference of light intensity under different circumstances.

A region is split if the max-min difference of the region

The color features can be extracted from the spot region

exceeds the threshold.

color image in the different color spaces including RGB

This process is done recursively

The RGB model is
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calculated and they could be treated as shape feature of
disease spot. The formulas are as follows:

the nine mean value parameters of R, G, B, r, g, b, H, I

SCIR = Rincricle / Rexcricle

and S were extracted from each spot image.

S ECC = Lengthlong / Lengthshort

In order to

(2)

further identify the color features that can distinguish the

SCOM = ( Perimeter )2 / Area

different diseases, we also utilized the statistical

S FAC = 4π Area / ( Perimeter ) 2

characteristics of five statistical parameters, i.e., variance,

where, Rincricle is the inscribed radius of disease spot;

skewness, peak value, energy and entropy of hue H, the

Rexcricle is the circumscribed radius of disease spot;

formula is as follows[13,14]:

Lengthlong is long axis length of disease spot;

bK = 1 / δ 3 ∑ (b − b) p (b)

Lengthshort is short axis length of disease spot; Perimeter

δ = ∑ (b − b) p(b)

disease spot.

3

b =1

is perimeter of disease spot and Area is the field area of

2

2

b =1

bF = 1 / δ 4 ∑ (b − b) p (b) − 3
4

(1)

Circularity is the ratio of inscribed radius and
circumscribed radius.

b =1

bN = ∑ [ p(b)]

2

Eccentricity represents the ratio

of disease area long axis and short axis to describe the

b =1

compactness of the area, that is, the fatter the disease

bE = ∑ p (b) lg[ p(b)]

shape is, the larger the eccentricity is.

b =1

where, p(b)=H(b)/A0 is grey level; H(b) is the histogram
2

Shape complexity

describes the perimeter of unit area, the complexity of

of the diseased leaf spot; A0 is the area of the spot, cm ;

area, dispersion degree, that is, the larger the value is, the

b = ∑ bp(b) is mean value; d is variance; bK is skewness;

more complex the target shape is.

b =1

Shape parameters

describe the proximity to round and the parameter value

bF is peak value; bN is energy; bE is entropy.

ranges from 0 to 1, that is, under the same condition of

According to the above analysis, the nine mean values

area, if the boundary of the disease area is round and

of the color components and five statistical parameters of

smooth, the perimeter is the shortest and the value is 1.

hue H are expressed as color feature parameter of the

The more deflected from round the configuration of

disease spot.

disease spot, the smaller the value is and the closeness to

3.2

round is 1 and other cases are smaller than 1.

Shape features extraction
Shape is one of the most important features for

infected apple leaf disease spot image.

It can be seen

3.3 Texture feature extraction
The texture of tissue of apple diseased leaf is usually

from the apple disease leaves that the shape of different

different from the healthy ones[17,18].

kinds of diseases varies a lot.

After diseased leaf image

co-occurrence texture features can be extracted through

edge extraction and spot image segmentation, the edge

spatial gray-level dependence matrices (SGDM), which is

and area of target disease spot were obtained and then the

a statistical way to describe shape by statistically

shape features of disease spot could be extracted.

sampling in the way where certain gray-levels occur in

It is

The color

not very suitable to use the absolute value of the

relation to other gray levels.

classifying features as classification evidence, and instead

probability that a pixel at one particular gray level will

the relative value of the classifying features should be

occur at a distinct distance and orientation from any pixel

[9,17]

The shape description can be derived

given that pixel has an another particular gray level.

from the disease spot outline, through which, the

The matrices are represented by the function p(i, j, d, θ),

geometric features of four relative values, i.e., circularity

where i represents the gray level of the location (x, y), and

of the selected disease spot area SCIR, eccentricity SECC,

j represents the gray level of the pixel at a distance d from

shape complexity SCOM and shape parameter SFAC are

a location at an orientation angle of θ. After converting

considered

.

SGDM can measure the
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the RGB spot image into gray, the four gray level

crossover.

co-occurrence matrices are produced from four directions

Firstly, selecting the solutions for the crossover and

(0º, 45º, 90º and 135º) of spot image.

mutation.

In the calculation

There are three important steps for GA.
This step can be done using a metric.

of the gray level co-occurrence matrix, the texture

Secondly, taking pairs of solutions for crossing, which

features will be different with the variation of the distance

can be done randomly.

parameter d.

new solutions with parts of two solutions.

Different texture features will inevitably

Crossover consists in creating
The two

lead to changes in the description of the texture.

original solutions are named parents (father and mother)

Therefore, it is very important to determine the optimal

and the two new solutions are sons. The son is half

value of distance parameter d.

from father and half from mother. Lastly, it takes some

If the distance parameter

is too large, the pixel information between gray levels

sons for mutation.

will be lost and there will be some gray scales that cannot

creating new solutions.

be extracted.

perturbation or a local search.

If the distance parameter is too small,

The mutation is a step that allows
It can be done using a
Feature selection aims to

there will be overlap with the text features and the

select the most significant features, which can be

calculation load is high. Based on the comprehensive

effectively implemented by GA.

balance, we set the value of distance parameter d to be 20

design the fitness function in GA.

pixels.

Five statistical texture features, contrast of

It is important to
The merit value of

[23,24]

can be regarded

correlation feature selection (CFS)

disease area TCON, correlation TCOR, energy TENE,

as the fitness function of GA.

inertia moment TINV and entropy TENT are extracted by

evaluate a subset of features on the basis of the following

p(i, j, d, θ) from each matrix, respectively, as follows.

hypothesis: the good feature subset contains the features

Thus, 20 texture features form a texture feature vector.

highly correlated with the classification, yet uncorrelated

L −1 L −1

to each other.

i =0 j =0

features, CFS finds an optimal feature subset to predict

TCON = ∑∑ (i − j ) 2 p(i, j , d ,θ )
L −1 L −1

(i − μ x )( j − μ y ) p (i, j , d ,θ )

i =0 j =0

σ xσ y

TCOR = ∑∑
L −1 L −1

TENE = ∑∑ p 2 (i, j , d ,θ )

Given a feature subset S that containing k

the class and the correlation between the features of the
subset by the merit value, as follows:
(3)

M = max

i =0 j =0

p(i, j , d ,θ )
2
j = 0 1 + (i − j )

Sk

L −1 L −1

TLVN = ∑∑
i =0

L −1 L −1

TENT = −∑∑ p(i, j , d ,θ ) log[ p (i, j , d ,θ )]
i =0 j =0

is a normalized gray-level co-occurrence matrix; i and j

is computed as follows:
rXY =

to reference[19,20].

E ( XY ) − E ( X ) E (Y )
E ( X ) − E 2 ( X ) E (Y 2 ) − E 2 (Y )
2

(5)

By the above analysis, we can select an optimal

Feature selection

GA is a heuristic search method that simulating the
process of natural selection to solve the optimization
.

(4)

The correlation between two feature vectors X and Y

The physical significance shown by the formula can refer

problem

k + k (k − 1)rff

rff is the mean of all feature-class correlations.

represent gray value of pixel; L is the grey level of image.

[21-23]

krcf

where, rcf is the mean of all feature-feature correlations,

where, μx and μy is mean value; σx and σy is variance; p(i, j)

3.4

CFS is a good measure to

GA belongs to the larger class of

evolutionary algorithms, which generate solutions to
optimize problems using techniques inspired by natural
evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and

feature subset for apple leaf disease recognition by
combining the CFS and GA.

The feature subset has the

highest capacity to predict the apple disease class and the
least correlation among features of the subset.
3.5

Support vector machine (SVM)

SVM is a linear supervised learning classifier often
used

for

classification

task[25,26],

which

involves
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analyzing a given set of labeled observations (the training
set) so as to predict the labels of unlabeled future data
(the test set). In the case of SVM, a data point is viewed
as an r-dimensional vector (a list of p numbers), and one
wants to know whether such points can be separated with
an (r-1)-dimensional hyper plane. Multiclass SVM aims
to assign labels to samples by using SVM, where the
labels are drawn from a finite set of several elements.
The dominant approach for doing so is to reduce the
single

multiclass

problem

into

multiple

binary

classification problems.
3.6

Apple leaf disease identification

The original apple leaf images were processed in the
form of JPEG by using Matlab7.6 and their sizes are all
2560×1920. Running under Windows XP, the Lenovo
4600 commercial computer was used with 2.5 GHz
processor, 1 GB memory and 160 GB hard disk.

From

Subsection 3.1-3.3, a total of 38 valid feature parameters
of color, shape and texture were extracted from each
segmented spot image, respectively.

The 14 color

Figure 3

Process of the apple leaf disease recognition

4 Experiment results and comparison analysis
By now, it is a known hard problem that which
features and how many features need to be extracted from

parameters include mean values of R, G, B, r, g, b, H, I

every diseased leaf image.

and S, and five statistical color moment parameters of hue

plant recognition methods, a number of features are

H. Four shape parameters are area SCIR, eccentricity SECC,

extracted and selected from each leaf image for plant leaf

shape complexity SCOM and shape parameter SFAC.

classification.

Twenty texture parameters are contrast of disease area

the different extracted features and different classifiers

TCON, correlation TCOR, energy TENE, inertia moment TINV

used to classify the leaf images.

and entropy TENT in four directions.

Usually, the largest

used in literature [15] when applied to the current dataset

proportion of classification features indicates the largest

does not yield satisfactory results, due to the complexity

contribution in recognition. In fact, it does not mean that

of the spot image segmented from the diseased leaf image.

more features are better.

Too many features may

Color feature used in literature [15] when applied to the

degrade the effectiveness of the disease recognition

current dataset does not yield satisfactory results, due to

algorithm. Among all of the 38 features, some features

slight deviations in green shades between leaves in

may not contribute meaningful information to the disease

general. Because the plant disease is relate to the color,

recognition algorithm; even some features may actually

texture and shape of leaf, so many features of color,

reduce the quality and accuracy of the recognition

texture and shape need to be extracted. In the proposed

algorithm, and some features have little or no effect on the

method, 38 features of color, texture and shape were

recognition

[27,28]

. Therefore, selecting the most significant

In all most of leaf based

The difference between these methods is

extracted from each spot image.

Ten texture feature

One of the highlight of

features is a very important step in the apple leaf disease

the proposed method is that an optimal feature subset for

recognition task, which can be conducted by combining

apple leaf disease recognition is selected by combining

CFS and GA. When the optimal feature subset obtained,

the CFS and GA.

the apple diseases can be recognized by SVM.

The

In this study, 90 digital images of the apple leaf

process of the apple leaf disease recognition is shown in

affected by powdery mildew, mosaic and rust were

Figure 3.

chosen by using common digital camera, as shown in
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In the training set, a feature

Each of the

selection task was conducted by combining CFS with GA,

image is read in R=rgb_image(:, :, 1), G=rgb_image(:, :,

and then the optimal feature subset was obtained,

2) and B=rgb_image(:, :, 3).

The size of the original

including eight features which are mean values of R, H,

apple leaf disease image is 2560×1920 with format of

entropy of H bE, shape complexity SCOM, the field area

JPEG, 24 bitmap.

of disease spot Area, energy TENE, inertia moment

processing & statistical tools in Matlab7.6.

To improve the operation speed of

computer programs, the image of grape diseases is

TINV and entropy TENT.

compressed from 2560×1920 to 400×300 in the same

subset is obtained, the apple leaf diseases can be

proportion without losing much image resolution by

recognized by SVM.

using the nearest neighbor interpolation method.

proposed method, we compared the results of the

Then

After the optimal feature

To verify the effectiveness of the

the apple diseased leaf images are de-noised by the

proposed method with other two methods.

median filter algorithm.

After image pre-processing,

diseases detection using k-means-based segmentation and

RGA was used to segment the apple diseased leaf images

neural-networks-based classification (KMS+NNC)[4], and

and the spot images can be obtained. With Matlab7.6,

the other is color feature extraction of tomato leaf

38 image features including 14 color features, 4 shape

diseases (CFE)[15].

features and 20 texture features are extracted from every

methods perform the experiment 50 times, recording the

segmented spot image, and then were normalized,

highest recognition rates in each experiment for each

respectively.

algorithm and calculating the mean of 50 times values to

All normalized features from each image

constitute a feature vector.
represents a spot image.

That is to say, each vector
The feature dataset have 90

rows, representing 30 spot images from each of three
classes of apple disease leaves.

Each row has 38

One is leaf

For comparison purpose, all three

obtain the final recognition results.

Table 1 shows the

average recognition rates of three methods on three kinds
of apple diseases.
Table 1

Recognition results of apple leaf diseases in

columns representing the 38 features extracted from each

training set

%

spot image. Each row had a unique number (1, 2 or 3)

Methods

Powdery Mildew

Mosaic

Rust

Total

which represented the class (i.e., the disease class) of the

KMS+NNC

91.34

89.75

90.62

90.57

CFE

91.62

88.29

87.12

89.01

The proposed method

96.30

95.03

95.11

95.48

particular row of data.

“1” represents powdery mildew

disease infected leaf, “2” represents mosaic disease
infected leaf, and “3” represents rust disease infected leaf.

Table 2

Recognition results of apple leaf diseases in test set
%

All disease image feature dataset is divided into training
set and test set.

20 feature vectors of each kind of apple

disease were randomly selected as the training set, and
the remaining were regarded as the testing set.

Then, a

software program was written in Matlab which takes in

Methods

Powdery Mildew

Mosaic

Rust

Total

KMS+NNC

87.85

87.21

88.12

87.73

CFE

88.38

85.32

86.30

86.67

The proposed method

94.78

93.61

94.28

94.22

In apple disease recognition experiments, too many

“.mat” files representing the training and testing database.

features could degrade the recognition rates.

The classifier was trained by using the “train files”, and

problem could be solved by using some feature selection

the “test file” was used to perform the classification task

methods, such as GA+CFS, to choose the more important

on the test database.

features.

Consequently, a Matlab routine

This

From Table 1, it can be seen that the

would load the training and testing data files and make

recognition rate of the proposed method in the training set

modifications to the data according to the proposed model

is above 95%, the recognition rate of the proposed

chosen.

In the experimental results, the threshold value

method in the testing set is above 93%, and the

for each of the three classes is constant for all spot images

recognition rate of the proposed method is the highest

infected with the same disease.

among the three ones.

This threshold is a

global image threshold that is computed using region

In fact, the disease recognition

performance of the proposed method is affected by the
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features selected by GA+CFS.

For the different types of

Open Access at https://www.ijabe.org

Vol. 10 No.2

61473237, 61202170, and 61402331).

It is also

apple leaf disease, appropriate image segmentation

supported by the Shaanxi Provincial Natural Science

method and GA+CFS could be determined after

Foundation Research Project (2014JM2-6096), Tianjin

simulation based on the extracted features.

Research Program of Application Foundation and
Advanced

5 Conclusions

science

In this study, RGA, GA-CFS and SVM were used to

Technology
and

(14JCYBJC42500),

technology

Tianjin

correspondent

project

(16JCTPJC47300), the 2015 key projects of Tianjin

achieve image recognition of apple diseases based on the

science

extracted color features, shape features and texture

(No.15ZCZDGX00200) and the Fund of Tianjin Food

features from the diseased leaf images and their combined

Safety & Low Carbon Manufacturing Collaborative

features. The experiment results showed that GA-CFS

Innovation Center.

and

technology

support

program

can be used to select useful features to achieve
identification and classification of the apple leaf diseases
based

on

disease

image

processing

and

pattern

recognition. This paper provided some theoretical basis
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